
Sqrare-edge Bowl
TIME: 2 HOURS ii;":1":ir 'r1 r!:

Chapter 19

Ithough this type of bowl holds no great
appeal for me, I have included one because

of the numerous requests I get to demonstrate
turning them at seminars, club meetings, etc.

It must be stressed at the ou[set that the
turning of square-edge bowl blanks ccrn be

dangerous and should not be attempled until a

high degree of proficiency and confidence has

been attained.
I have never seen any written instruction on

how [o make one, and I shall therefore
highlight the possible pitfalls and the inherent
dangers oI whirling square edges.

I first saw square-edge bowls demonstrated
by the Australian turner Vic Wood at a Craft
Supplies seminar in 1988. His method was to
prepare a square blank carefully and then glue
pieces of contrasting-coloured wood on all four
edges. The block was subsequently bandsawn
to a disc in such a manner that the original
square block was left intact.

This method ensures that there are no sharp
corners to catch the unwary hand, the turning
being as when turning a round bowl. Once
complete, whaI remains o[ the glued-on pieces
can be removed with a carpenter's chisel, and
the now exposed square edges can be cleaned
up with a hand plane and abrasives.

Fig 1 9.1 Three suggested designs of square-edge

bowls

This is the method I recommend to mosl

lurners as it is much safer, and the extra time
involved in the preparation and final cleaning
up is well justified.

The alternative method, which is certainly
more demanding in skill, nerve and technique,
is to fix the square block directly on to the
lathe and cut through the corners o[ the wood
with a gouge until the desired profile is

attained.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

It should be understood that the larger the

blank, the more demanding and dangerous the

turning becomes. It makes sense, therefore, to
start with a modest-sized bowl, avoiding too
thin a wall thickness.

The 'swing' over the lathe bed will dictate
the maximum size you can turn. II is worth
noting that a 4in (I02mm) square block is

about 6in (I52mm) frorn corner to corner; a

6in (l52mm) square block is about Sin
(203mm) and an 8in (203mm) square block is

not far short of l2in (305mm).

CHOICE AND PREPARATION
OF STOCK

I suggest that early efforts be restricted to
inexpensive species of wood and something
that also cuts easily. Sycamore, beech and ash

are ideal for prac[ice.
Fig 19.1 shows three diflerent designs

lurned from the sizes just mentioned. The 4in
(I02mm) piece is ebony; the 6in (l52mm)
piece is ash, and the 8in (203mm) piece is

goncalo alves. The ebony bowl is the easiest,

and well suited to early attempts. The design of
the ash bowl demands masterv of most ol the
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techniques required to complete most profiles,
and I have therefore chosen this Figs 19 2,

19.3 and 19.4 illustrate cutaway sections of all
three designs respectively.

The óin ( I52mm) square piece was

accurately centred and a pilot hole bored to

facilitate the initial mounting on the screw
chuck. Accurate centring is essential, otherwise
an imbalance will be created, resulting in
unnecessary vibration.

ORDER OF WORK

Having mounted the blank on the screw chuck,
it is vital that you adjust the lathe speed ro a

low and safe speed before startrns the lathe. It is
good practice to revolve the work freehand to
make sure that the corners clear the lathe bed

Fig 19.3 Cutaway section

of sample bowl

and tool rest. It is also absolutely imperaLive to
wear a face shíeld.

Stand out of the 'firing line' and start the
lathe. It will be immediately apparenr thar rhe
rvhirling square corners are difficult to see
(certainly in rny case). To overcome this I made
a 'sighting board'which I coated with a matt
finish black paint. It was necessary to cut a
large, tunnel-shaped hole on the lower edge of
the'sighting board' so that it would not foul the

whirling four-jaw chuck. As can be seen from
Fig 19.5, the board was held in a snug-fitting
slot cut in a length of 2in x lin (5lmm x
25mm) spanning the lathe bed bars. A short
piece of wood screwed to the underside of the
2in x lin (5lrnm x 25mm) and which is a push
fit between the bed bars holds the whole thing
very secure. A similar construction could be
made to fit any make of lathe.

Fig 19.2 Cutaway section of
simplest bowl

Fig 19.4 Cutaway section of
additional design



No',^/ to the actual making of the bowl. First
of all, rvith the lathe stationary, draw a bold
pencil line along one edge of the blank a

distance o[ 5rsin (t6mm) from the lace nearest
the headstock. This mark can easily be seen

when the wood is spinning and serves to
indicate the limit o[ the outside curve. Set out
the llain (38mm) diameter spigot at the base ol
the bowl with a pair of dividers, and cut to a

depth of a full tsin (3mm) with a parting tool
and skew chisel.

The ogee profile can now be fashioned with
a bowl gollge, stopping the cuts just short of
the bold pencil mark on the edge. A skew
chisel used scraper fashion can be used to
blend in the intersection of the slightly
dovetailed spigot and the commencement of
the outside curve.

At this stage, stop the lathe and draw in a

bold pencil mark on the outside curve at a

dislance of 5rroin (Bmm) from the outside edge.

This line indicates where a slight step is cut
into the profile This step also acts as an aiming
point when the bowl js reverse chucked so as

to ensure that the profile is continuous and
flowing through the square edge.

Fig 19.5 The blank has been mounted on a screw

chuck and the initial profiling has been completed A

pencil mark indicates where a step is to be cut to
ensure profile continuity through the square edqe

Note how the black sighting board' highlights the
whirling corners

Fig f 9.5 shows this line very clearly, and Fig
19.6 shows a skew chisel being used to create

the step. Light refining cuts to blend in the
profile can now be taken with a lr+in (6mm)

bowl gouge as shown in Fig 19.7. Scrapers can
be used [o further reline the outside profile, but
great care must be taken near the square edges.

An optional way of finishing the base of the

spigot is to cut the profile shown in Fig 19.8.
I chose to do this by using a rr+in (6mm)

spindle gouge to fashion the profile, as shown
in Fig 19.9.

Fig 1 9.6 The step being cut with the toe of the skew

c h isel

Fig 19.7 Refining the outside profile with a ri+in

[6mm) bowl gouge
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Fig 19.8 Dime nsional details of the sample bowl



After sanding (more on this later) and

applying your choice of finish, the bowl can be

reverse chucked, in rhis case on to the Il/zin
(lSmm) spigot chuck.

Before commencing the turning, it is
necessary to plane ofl the pencil mark on the

edge of the blank (5/ein/16mm from the edge),

o[herwise it tends to throw your focus lrom the

outside profile you will be attempting to follow
when shaping the top of the bowl.

Continue by trueing up the face of the bowl
with a srsin (lOmm) bowl gouger followed by
pencilling in the three concentric lines shown
in Figs 19.8 and 19.10. The outside mark is
5rioin (8mm) in from the edge of the bowl (to
line up with the outside profile). The middle
line indicates the limit of the taper, and the

other mark is the required wall thickness
Note also in Fig 19.10 that another siting

board has been slotted on to the cross-piece

spanning the bed bars to assist in'viewing' the

whirling square corners.
Now to the most demanding part of the

cutting, that is, from the outside square edge

inro the'solid'wood. I find that a 3/sin (IOmm)

bowl gouge, ground with a long bevel and with
the wings swept well back, makes for easier

entry and also facilitates the cutting of the

intersection where the square edge and bowl
wall merge (see Fig 19.11).

Fig 19.10 The three concentric lines have been

pencilled in to indicate wallthickness and the degree

of taper Note that a second sighting board has been

fixed at the back of the lathe to provlde clear viewing
from the front

Fig 19.11 Using a long-bevelled 3tain ('l0mm) bowl

qouqe to cut into the squareFig 19.9 Forming the de corative bead on the foot t27
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Needless to say, the bevel of the gouge must
be lined up with the profile on rhe underside of
the bowl and swung in an arc il a parallel rim is
to be effected. It will also be necessary to make
alternative cuts from the outside line on the
face of the bowl (at right angles to the face) so
as to merge with the rim profile.

To effect the rapered profile on rhe upper
bowl wall, cur back to the nexr pencil line,
lining up the bevel of the gouge so rhar the
taper blends into the previously created
intersection of rim and wall (see Fig 19.I2).

Fig 19.12 Using the
same tool to form the
tapered wall.

Fig 19.13 Using an

acutely ground skew
chisel to cut a crisp
i n te rsectio n.

The crispness of this intersection can be
improved by using an acutely ground lr:in
(I3mm) skew chisel, used scraper lashion as

shown in Fig 19.13.
Sorne of the above procedures may sound

complicated, bur careful study of the
photographs should clarily rhe procedures

Please note that if scrapers are used to
relnove gouge marks on the rim cut so far (an
I used one) extreme care musI be taken,
especially near the square edges.



Fig 19.14 View from front of the lathe showing the
effectiveness of the sighting boards.

Fig 19.14 is a view from the front of the

lathe, and shows the effectiveness of the black
siting boards in highlighting the profile and

whirling square edges.

Now for the easiest part of the bowl, that is,

the gouging out of the centre. The wall

thickness as indicated by the last pencil mark
on the face should be about tr+in (6mm). lf
preferred, the inside can be a sweeping curve
which is quite easy to achieve. I chose to cu[
the inside profile as parallel as I could to the

outside profile, as shown in Fig 19.8.
Most of the waste wood is removed with the

rr+in (6mm) bowl gouge (see Fig 19.15), but I
had to resort to scrapers to form the upper
inside wall and intersection with the curved
lower portion. A careful study ol Fig 19.16

should assist greally with the direction o[ gouge

cuts in the interests of safety and clean cutting.

Fig 19.15 Removing the bulk of the inside with a

bowl gouge. Note the cone of wood in the centre

which has been deliberately left to provide maximum

stability while cutting the upper bowl wall

Fig 19.16 Direction of gouge cuts on both
the outside and the inside of the bowl.
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FINISHING

There is a tendency to relax when all the

tooling has been done on any form of
woodturning, and sanding is regarded as just a

matter of course. Be wqrned that the highest
level of concentration is required when sanding
this type of work or you may finish up with
smashed knuckles.

Thread the paper and not your fingers into
the corners and hold the paper lightly. It is
dangerous to try to sand too close to the square

edges. Be prepared to spend some time hand
sanding (with the lathe stationary) the corneÍs,
and all four edges will need cleaning up with a

hand plane followed by sanding.

My choice of linish lor this bowl was two
coats of brush-on sanding sealer, cut back with
600 grit wet or dry paper, and finally a coat of
wax buffed up to a pleasing sheen (see Fig
19.r7).

Final thoughts on this particular project are

to emphasize again the need to be a competent
and experienced turner before tackling this
method of producing square-edge bowls.
Additionally, even the most experienced turner
needs to maintain a maximum level of
concentration to avoid being renderedhors de

combaL Fig 19.1 7 Applylng the final coat of wax


